OCTOBER common and a priest in charge of the Museum, who was formerly appointed by the kings but is now appointed by Caesar.13
Strabo's few lines leave no doubt that the Museum was modeled, in its form and function, on the two great centers of learning of classical Athens, the Platonic Academy and the Aristotelian Lyceum.14 Demetrius of Phaleron, whom classical authors credit with the establishment of the royal library,15 had been a pupil in the Aristotelian Academy before ruling as tyrant of Athens for ten years, being expelled in 307 B.C., and arriving in Egypt some ten years later; and the structure of the "shrine to the Muses" he is thought to have instituted under Ptolemy Soter bears the traces of the Attic center at which he studied. We know from Diogenes Laertius that the Academy contained a "shrine to the Muses" (pouoElov) and, like the Alexandrian Museum, had "arcades" (,E'bpacq) in addition to the famous "walkway" (rEpirraTov) from which the Peripatetic school drew its name.16 And the rules of the Lyceum, as we learn from Theophrastius's will, stipulated that its members were to "not to alienate their property or devote it to their private use," but maintain their institution as a "temple," just as the Alexandrian Museum, in Strabo's account, housed a "community with property in common and a priest,"17 becoming a secular institution only long after its founding, at the time of the Roman Empire.18 Certain questions about the Ptolemaic Museum, to be sure, remain. Were there private quarters, or (as one might infer from Strabo's term for their "community," ouvoSoq) did the scholars admit no individual property? Was there teaching in the Museum and, if there was, what was its form, and where did it take place? The classical sources suggest no clear answers.
More can be said about the activity and achievement of the "men of learning" (cpiXAoX6oyv &vSpcov) who dwelt and worked in the Museum. Their profession could not be better expressed than by the epithet that Strabo attributes to Philitas of Cos, perhaps the first great Hellenistic literary figure: "at once poet and critic" (rro01qrq acpa K<a KpITIKOc).19 They were not only dedicated to the composition of literary works; at the same time, they also formulated the principles and practices of the first textual criticism in the West. Their scholarship took the form of a massive project aimed at the conservation and, more radically, the "emendation" and "rectification" (Siop0ouv) of the works of the classical Greek authors: it is here that the many forms of textual criticism still employed by modern literary and historical See the account of Polemon, who ran the Academy from 314 to ca. 276 B.C., in Diogenes Laertius, IV, 19: "He would withdraw from society, confining himself to the garden of the Academy; his scholars remained in small cells nearby, living close to the shrine of the Muses [pOUOETov] and the arcades [ It is difficult, however, not to read Phlius's reference to the "scribblers" (XapaKiTal) of the Museum (which archly alludes to the Greek term for the pen behind which rare birds were kept, X&pa,)24 as a document of the prominence and importance of the very institution it mocks. After the "scribbles" of the many birds "feeding in Egypt," classical letters would never be the same. Works would henceforth be produced and reproduced, throughout the Greek and Roman world, in the form they acquired in Alexandria: introduced by a summary statement (6uro0eois) describing their content, accompanied by critical marginal signs (oqpcrl a) explaining obscure or doubtful passages, their lines (KcoAa), if they were in verse, clearly separated and numbered, the papyrus scrolls on which they were copied bearing the thin strip of parchment (oiAupof3;, later called index or titulus by the Romans) that recorded their name and author. OCTOBER of writing, the letter, intact: classical paleographers have observed that, during the age of the Museum, the Greek script underwent a series of radical alterations, determining the form it would retain until long after the fall of the Roman Empire.26
The Cosmic Library
The treasure of the Museum, of course, was the Library. Its fame in the ancient world was such that when Athenaeus discussed Ptolemaic book collections in the second century A.D., he could dismiss the subject of the Library itself, asking: "What reason is there for me even to speak of the number of books, the establishment of libraries, and the collection in the Museum, considering how they are in the memories of everyone [rT&oi TOUTO)V OVT7)V KOQT pVpjClvr]?"27 It is precisely on these matters, however, that memory fails us today. The very question of the relation of the Museum to its Library, which no account of either institution can avoid, remains difficult to resolve with any precision. It has been observed that, by virtue of "an unusual coincidence,"28 none of the classical texts that have been transmitted to us ever mentions the two Ptolemaic establishments at once. In the third century B.C., the poetry of Herodas, like that of Timon, alludes to the Museum, but not to the Library;29 later, the Letter of Aristeas discusses the formation of the Library in some detail, without ever naming the Museum itself; and when Strabo, in the passage we have examined, describes the scholarly center of Alexandria, he omits any reference to its Library. The Greek and Latin terms for "library" (pipXioO0Kq, bibliotheca) are of little assistance in these matters, for they are defined by classical and late ancient sources as signifying simply "repository of books" (nam p31pAiloeKqr librorum 0rKq reposito interpretatur, we read in the Etymologiae of Isidore of Seville):30 "shelf," "box," or "cupboard," as well as "archive" or "papyrus-roll collection" could translate the ambiguous term invoked by the works that refer to the Alexandrian holdings.31 It is impossible, for these reasons, to establish whether the Library constituted a building of its own and, if it did, whether it was physically separated from the Museum; but the lack of any explicit ancient identification of the "repository of books," as distinct from the "shrine of the Muses," suggests that the Library most probably coincided, to a greater or lesser degree, with the Museum itself.32 26 of the principal collection.42 According to Tzetzes, the "outer library" contained 42,800 papyrus rolls, which he simply calls "books" (Pip33ol). He is more precise in his description of the holdings of the royal collection, which, he reports, consisted of 400,000 "composite rolls" (ouppIyeKq) and 90,000 "single rolls" (aPilyET).43 Everything, of course, depends on the sense of the bibliographical terms employed here. The most likely interpretation of the Hellenistic expressions is that the "composite" books (ouppIyeTk) were rolls containing several works, while the "single" books ( The sources of the collection became, already in the ancient world, the subject of much discussion. Many of the works housed in the Alexandrian collections, to be sure, would have constituted reproductions of texts that would not have been difficult to obtain during the centuries of its operation. But books also arrived in Alexandria by more circuitous routes. Galen, who was himself intimately familiar with the textual history and criticism of the Hippocratic corpus and who often commented on the Library, furnishes us with two striking accounts of the procedures by which the Ptolemaic rulers and librarians acquired the works they wished to collect. Explaining how the copy of the Epidemics that once belonged to the physician Mnemon of Side came to be housed in Alexandria, Galen recounts that the Ptolemies issued an edict ordering all ships arriving at the port to be searched for books that might be aboard them. If any were found, they were to be immediately confiscated and copied; the originals were then to be added to the collection, while the duplicates were to be returned to the owners. Such books, Galen remarks, were marked as such in the Library, where they bore a specific label: "from the ships" (iK rrTAoicv).46 The Ptolemaic acquisitiveness also turned, in a more dramatic case, against the state whose own production constituted the greatest part of its holdings. The Athenian authorities granted Ptolemy III permission to borrow the manuscripts of the dramatic works of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, to reproduce them in Alexandria; once transcribed in Egypt, the copies were then sent back to the Athenian state archives, while the originalsjoined the Ptolemaic collection.47
All No term could better characterize the simultaneously altering and immutable object of the Alexandrian archive than the one that, at the time of the Library's foundation and growth, acquires a novel significance as a terminus technicus of philosophical parlance: "the world" (6 KooJpoc). The concept lay at the center of Stoicism, the "School of the Porch" that flourished as never before in Alexandria and that, for this reason, could be defined, above all, as a doctrine of the world. For the ethical and political philosophy of the Stoa taught nothing if not that the multiplicity of peoples, "united among themselves in one society and commonality" (quasi civili conciliatione et societate coniunctos),54 formed a single "great city" (pyEyaoA6rroXi, magna urbs) ruled by a one law.55 The Library, the crowning achievement of Ptolemaic Egypt, was the archive of this "megalopolis";
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See Hovering between the forms we would today call catalogue, biography, and bibliography, the " Tables" were what Like every technical advance in the forms of writing, the Pinakes marked a rupture in the tradition from which they emerged, and Callimachus's monumental and unprecedented attempt to conserve the past could not but alter it forever. The works listed in the 120 books of the "Tables" could be inscribed in the archive of "all kinds of literature" (rra&oa rTrcxea) only by being transcribed in a new form; they were transmitted in being transformed. "Pinacography," in short, did not leave that which it absorbed intact. In the moment in which it was recorded on the "Tablets" of the Callimachian index, each work was inevitably set in a new and foreshortened shape: indicated by a title that would henceforth name it, attributed to a figure from whose life it would now be said to spring, identified by an estimated number of lines that would establish its proper length, its text, finally, drastically reduced, pars pro toto, to the words of its incipit. The works registered in the Pinakes thus became, by necessity, what they had until then never been: figures, ciphers, mere names of themselves. Such was the price each work paid for its admission to that miniature archive within the Ptolemaic archive: it would be remembered only in being dismembered, placed in the history of letters in being extracted from the fabric of its production and summoned, as the emblem of itself, for future use. For the Alexandrian "Tables" were not a repetition of the past, but their summary recapitulation,66 and, like the Library itself, the Pinakes conserved what went before them to the very degree that they destroyed it. Only in this form did the past of writing, contracted into the discontinuous continuity of the index, become at last "citable in all its moments."67
Fakes and Cheats
The Pinakes represented, in a characteristically abbreviated fashion, the complex relation to history that defined the very institution of the Library of Alexandria. Before being recorded on the "Tables" of the Alexandrian catalogue, the works gathered in the Ptolemaic collection had already, in many cases, suffered certain alterations; in its own "museum," past writing had acquired a new form, and within the walls of the Library the tradition of letters was already reproduced, refigured, and, at the limit, radically rewritten. For the archive in which "the writings of all peoples" were collected, ordered, and conserved was also the one in which those very writings, more or less perceptibly, more or less dramatically, were amended, distorted, and, in the most extreme cases, falsified. The era of the first textual scholarship, criticism, and bibliography was also, as Richard Bentley once recalled with severity, the age of innumerable, incorrigible, "Clumsie Cheats. 
